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Abstract
This demonstration presents a freely available open source lexical database
omorﬁ. Omorﬁ is a mature lexicographical database project, started out
as a single-person single-purpose free open source morphological analyser project, omorﬁ has since grown to be used in variety of applications
including spell-checking, statistical and rule-based machine translation,
treebanking, joint syntactic and morphological parsing, poetry generation,
information extraction. In this demonstration we hope to show both the
variety of end-user facing applications as well as the tools and interfaces
for computational linguists to make the best use of a developing product.
We show a shallow database arrangement that has allowed a great variety
of contributors from diﬀerent projects to extend the lexical database while
not breaking the continued use of existing end-applications. We hope to
show both the best current practices for lexical data management and
software engineering with regards to continuous external project integration of a constantly developing product. As case examples we show some
of the integrations with following applications: Voikko spell-checking for
Windows, Mac OS X, Linux and Android, statistical machine translation
pipelines with moses, rule-based machine translation with apertium and
traditional xerox style morphological analysis and generation. morphological segmentation, as well as application programming interfaces for
python and Java.
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Introduction

Omorﬁ1 (open morfology for Finnish), as a project is centred around morphological analysis of Finnish. Morphology is a core for many if not most natural
* This article has a free/open publication licence; this particular version is Tommi A Pirinen’s draft version. This version uses my own documentclass instead of oﬃcial publication’s,
if any. This version is optimised for screen reading. This version uses only free fonts if possible. Published in NEJLT proceedings and ACL anthology of CG workshop in Nodalida 2015,
Vilnius, Lithuania. http://www.aclweb.org/anthology/W/W15/W15-1844.pdf
1 https://github.com/flammie/omorfi/
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APPLICATION DATA FORMAT GENERATION

language processing systems, especially in the case of such morphology-heavy
language as Finnish. However, the detail and even the formatting of the result
of morphological processing varies from application to application. In order to
produce all the diﬀerent formats of output and details of data, one needs to
maintain a large database of all the bits and pieces of lexical information that
is necessary to produce the wanted readings, and that is exactly what omorﬁ
has become over the years. What we have in the current version of omorﬁ, is a
lexical database of roots, morphs and combinatorics, that can be weaved for use
of diﬀerent applications, documentations, and automatic test suites by use of
simple scripting. The database is easy to maintain and update for linguists and
contributors. It is robust enough to support a wide range of applications without the progress of each application and changes to their speciﬁc data bearing
a negative eﬀect to other applications.
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Database

The word database, in context of omorﬁ is currently used in a very liberal
sense, while we have structured our data in a manner that resembles relational
database to the extent that it could be converted into a one by quite simple and
fast process, we have opted to stick with basic tab-separated-values format for
basically two reasons: ﬁrstly, computational linguists and computer scientists
are already well-versed to handle this type of ﬁles with ease and eﬃciently on
the command-line, they integrate with the basics of unix taught to any computational linguist in the past 20 years or so [1], and the expected improvement
in the use of real relational databases comes from the complexity of dozens of
tables and billions of rows of data, whereas lexicon will likely not reach even
million of root-words any time soon. For easy editing the TSV ﬁles are importable and exportable to all the commonly available free oﬃce products: e.g.,
LibreOﬃce2 and OpenOﬃce.
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Application Data Format Generation

The application of morphs and morphotactics is based on ﬁnite state morphology
as documented by [2]. In order to be able to compile our lexical database
into a ﬁnite-state automaton format for eﬃcient processing, we generate a lexc
ﬁle representation of the data, and compile it using HFST [3] software that is
available as a free and open source system. The translation from tab-separatedvalues into lexc is done by python scripts, an example of formats is in listings 1
and 2. Transformation is pretty straight-forward and easy to maintain.
The additional data can be added to each lexeme using the lemma and
homonym number as an identiﬁer, these data are stored in a separate TSV ﬁle
that is joined to the database in ﬁgure 1 to produce a master database. E.g., a
named-entity recognition project would add lines from Aabel 1 first to Öösti
1 geo into a ﬁle of named entity classes to add ”ﬁrst name” information to
Aabel and ”geographical place” information to Öösti. Then it can be accessed
e.g., to generate readings of PROPER=FIRST and PROPER=GEO into the lexc code
to be added to a speciﬁc named-entity categorising automaton, or the master
2 http://libreoffice.org
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4 APPLICATIONS

lemma
Aabel
...
talo
...
Öösti

homonym new_para
1
N_STADION

origin
unihu

1

N_TALO

kotus

1

N_TYYLI

unihu

Figure 1: Lexical data in lexeme database, consisting of a unique key of lemma
and homonym number, a paradigm for inﬂection and source of origin, which is
all the obligatory information for each word to be added in the database. The
origin’s main importance is copyright’s rather than linguistic information or
database structure; in origins unihu refers to a yet unnamed project in University
of Helsinki and kotus stands for Nykysuomen sanalista by kotus (RILF; research
institute of languages in Finland)
LEXICON Nouns
[WORD_ID=Aabel][POS=NOUN][PROPER=FIRST]:0Aabel N_STADION
...
[WORD_ID=talo][POS=NOUN]:0talo N_TALO ;
...
[WORD_ID=Öösti][POS=NOUN][PROPER=GEO]:0Ööst N_TYYLI ;

;

Figure 2: Lexical data in lexc-compatible format for compilation.
database can be queried for this information when the given lemma is seen in
the analysed text.
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Applications

The applications we are demonstrating in this paper are: statistical machine
translation, rule-based machine translation, spell-checking and correction, morphological segmentation, analysis and generation.
For statistical machine translation, we are using moses3 [4]. There are at
least two ways morphological processing can be used in moses pipeline:segmentation [5]
and factorisation [6]. In segmentation approach, the word-forms are reduced to
smaller units, such as morphs, or just words (i.e. root morphs with suﬃxes
intact but compounds broken), applying traditional statistical machine translation methods to morphs is supposed to improve the translation quality by
decreasing the amount of unseen tokens and matching the morphs to many
non-Finnish word-forms more regularly (e.g., aligning suﬃxes to preposition).
In factored translation, results of morphological analysis are stored in a vector,
each component of which can be used at any point of statistical machine translation: typical components of the vector are e.g., lemma, part-of-speech and full
morphosyntactic description.
3 http://www.statmt.org/moses/
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For rule-based machine translation setting we combine omorﬁ with apertium4 [7]. In apertium’s shallow rule-based machine translation, omorﬁ is used
for morphological analysis, disambiguation and morphological generation.
For spell-checking we use voikko.5 In spell-checking and correction omorﬁ
is used to locate misspelled words and to ﬁnd most likely corrections given
mispelling [8].
The morphological analysis and segmentation are tasks that the abovementioned end-user programs depend on, but we also provide an API access
for python and Java as well as convenience bash scripts on top of direct access
to the automata.
Given this wide array of applications it is obvious how importance of lexical data management has gotten to more central position as the project has
progressed: maximal coverage of word-forms for machine translation is not invariably a good thing for spell-checker.
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